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iltyckt re,fee was not
Chuck Wing, member o h
Ne. 149 acting in the position of an off
the committee
esentatisis
when he appeared before the Student Council and charged the Spartan Daily with partial responsibility for the small attendance at tke
May Ii "Mad Hatters Hop-, according to Miss Alice Hays, corn.
trinities- chairman
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I hat he o .,t,: Id
definite. identilicahut laced, blond s oung
man, identified as the nelson who
A

procute
. tion, a

’it hat N1,--St es t:. -
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had been ....dime beiaks ste.le n from
\utitgtii1 ii,.’ (’’until that
SJS ,stud e ins, walked out of the.
Altair cost tle- Social ’thaws eon, ’California Book stew, sesici (tat
tal
and evident’s. kept right on is ilk - nett, droop(’ S-17ii

dna St inter
THIS IS 1’1. I t.1.1.1strai I.
id the sisiting graduating
thing about the Science
high school atideles s

is explaining tee ome.
building.
around

Eight Spartan eo-eds ushered the boys
campus yesterday afternoon giving

the

them a tirst-hand look at Washington Square.
Nlore than in athletes %sere entertained uith a
n’s gin, moths and
satiety shots at the W
dinners at Spartan fraternity heitises.
photo its Ernst

Coeds Usher Potential Two marines
SJS Athletes on Tout To Help Judge
More than 40 outstanding grad- has what he wants. ’Tilt eall
’rating athletes from northern Cal - terested in an education. Bob Gemigrani from Galileo high
donna were ushered about the;
campus yesterday by eight pretty in San Francisco has his eye on
the Police school.
coeds_
The track and football prospects j Coeds who ushered the athletes
tor Sparta were invited by the I were Marlene DeTata, Eileen,
atheltic department to attend the Burke, Juanita Baker, Lois MarSpring Bowl football game and to;
tin, Christina Flynn. Betty Oliver
get a first-hand look at San Jose
Sue Moore and Misty Gallot.
State college.
Visiting trackmen dere: Carl
Track coach Bud Winter and
tootball line coach Bill Perry wet- ’ Turnipseed. Dan Jenkins, Bill
eomed the athletes at the Men’s Wells, Bob Milligan. Bob Gemignaiti, Frank Path+. Bob Derem at 2:15 p.m.
riam.
Kill
keehner.
Warren
An hour later in the Women’s
Fairbanks, Ran, Gilbert. Ron
!7.171, a student variety show enMonett. Frans Doelmark Gene
ertaimed the visitors with Ron
McFarland and Lawrence Sor1.amar and Gordan Scholdice, uke
ensen.
sombo; Marc Braunstein and Joe
Football prospects were: Vie;
l’hornler, comedy skit; and Joanne
’rrett, modeling a bathing suit. Baker, Bill Briggs, Seymour Canter. John 0. Collins, Joe Darnell..
e whistles from the boys.
Joe Davis, Steve DuFour, James
I
high school graduates
Dunnings. Russ Durham. John Gito,A. a close look at some of the
Jim
llagrneyer.
amona,
Bill
they
at h le t
11, he- n
spart an
Hughes. James Jacques. Ed John tie-wed the finals of the S.1S
pentathlon at the stadium late sin, John M. Kent, Melvin Lapava, Ronald Lee.
in the afternoon, and the inter Dirk Munn, Jack Montgomery.
squad game.
Varied opinions were gix en when Frank Pavieh. Walter Rillict, Bersome of the visitors were asked ry Pierce, Paul Sharp, Junior Ta-;
\shy they wanted to tegiSter at keta, Keith Tucker. Jack WitzelJS in the fall.
berger, Larry Young and Richard
Benny Pierce, quarterback from Zimmerman.
1.os Gatos. thinks he can gel
more out of a smaller college than M
Isom sonic. of the larger ones in
the area., Russ Durham. San Mateo fullback, believes San Jesse has
a good Physical Education department.
Freshmen Win Patrod.s
Bill Wells, pole vaulter, said his
coach at San Mateo went to SJS Assoczatton Scholarshim
and he recommended that Bill do
Elnora McKnight a nd Er, .
the same.
named
Bob Milligan, shot -putt track- Labrenz
ehtwere
enn
iW
Patron’s association seta..
;nan from Tracy, said San Jose
ships at the meeting of the e
dation Thursday afternoon.
The scholarships. $50 each, are
awarded each year to a freshman
boy and girl.
Miss McKnight. a student it
Mr. Glenn Hartranft, head of
at the San Jose hospital schee
the men’s physical education denursing, is the daughter of M.
eortment, said yesterday that, as
and Mrs. Lloyd L. McKnieht. of
..et. no headway has been made
Burnt Ranch, Trinity county Silt
!award the recovery of timing mowas graduated from Trinity Coun,ars which were stolen from the ts.
high school in 1950 Sine- en.
scoreboard clock at Spartan stariot- State, she has maintained
dium.
a 3.0 eraele point average.
A cut in the barbed -wise fence:
Lahrenz is a social SCICDCe ma s the south end of ifs. stadium;
1.VR
.ad 10,1) sated. Mr Hartranft ; jilt. from Oakland. Calif.
rraduated
f som Albans
hiei;e:d, and
is probably the’ way
school in 1949.
tieeves gained efdrance to the
There were eight candidates fot
the seholer-hip awards, four men
cd that if tie’ parts ate
fie
will and ;our women. Last year’s winrcest rrd, slJitlicat
itturi-d (tom the.i nets were Romana Falai% and
James Simpson.

The young man. who previoustsgave the names of Gord Hosier
and Geores. Masse’s., had told slit.
dent clerks at the store that he;
State
was a student of San Dive
college and came to the SJS cam pus to find out about summer
quarter registration. Along with
the first name, lw gave an address on Seventh street in S a n
Francisco which later preved to
be false. according to stoic. manager E. H. Mock.

special eommittee of rept,
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spaan
the
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Ditils, Social Affairs to
aa
and the stmlen1 C
appointed Its the Student latincit to intestigate the charges
In the special vonimittee meeting. Miss flats said that sh did"!
loci that lack ot publicitt caused
the dance to flop, but that slit
oat, disappointed that the slots

’about the datum was buried en
imies. 7 a hile one ol the I taint pare’
stortes a as about the Lambda Chi
It was not until an unidentified Alpha pushcart ’,lass to be held
SP.; student recogmzed a book on June 1
the store’s shelves as his non.
Miss Hats also complained that
that the sale of the stolen hooks
The soung man tat tar this quarter onls two of
was discovered.
Lt. rel. Fl. M. Brow n, SJS sold a total of 10 hooks to t he
te e it committee meedines had
Air ROTC head, announced yesstore, two on his first trip and Ii. -.’n covered tis a reporter.
terday that. two Marine Corps offour each the. nest two times until
Glenn Brown, Spartan DailV
Id will join
. he WEIS questioned by Pflock, who
news etittOr, pointed out that with
with Mr. Morris Goldner, a U.
asked that he identify himself. At
a limited ndmber of pewee’, it
Commander in the Naval Reserve
that time the young man made the was
impossible to C 4/ 4’ r es ciy
and an assistant professor here, to
request that he be allowed to furlime-lion of over MI sompus orjudge today’s digl competition beid/sntily himself.
ther
ganizations.
tween the Air ROTC and the
Pt lock said that he is getting in
Army ROTC.
Wing pointed out Ins 1 %CMS
touch with San Diego State ...alRepri-sentine the Air group will
lege officials through 5.15 Dean of Il/r feeling that the dance should
be the First Flight of Squadron Men Stank} Benz, to attempt fid - lnave’ had better cox eras,
"This
C, led by Cadet Lt. Mitchell Ka- iher ident ii nation
ilane.’ a as of interest to Ow whole
Elmer D. Cooknalakis. Cadet
-lenient beats." Wing said "It seas
The s
man stenutl thew sey will head the Army group, the
a 11,4’ dance, and ans stem-16111
oughts aequainted %sifts the las Second Platoon of Company C
l’011111 attend.
Niers, 1/1 he di. or/

Army AirUnits

Buy Steak Ducats
Balloted/. tickets for the clam
of ’52 outing are on sale in the
library arch for SI, according
to Marion liuttnian. publeity

chairman.
-The steak fent Is open to
c’assts."
of
all
he r
m et
Hultman. .% specstressed
ial treat for hail-mem. particihi. ice cream topped
pants
with freshly -grown strata herries trum the garden of Mr.
Donald Severn’s, 1’141,4 adviser,

she said.

out of San Diego stale college,
according to one of the idtident
clerks, Pflock said. .11 car parked outside the bookstore had
several Atter stickers im the
indicated
aindons. and
that it ma’, has,. Itellinged to
thee suspert, since it remained
there until after closing t’
and %tits gone the nest morning.
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title page Is not enough iden
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or
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students made personal identification marks Of symbols inside the
books.
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’l’s. nor ko-ritin. student ( tom
eil member, said, "I thin’. It,.
Dads Ototild he allotted to di
termine a Melt stories to run and
1
niter.. ihri is lit run them.
-Mudd
don’t Mint. t It r
hate 1.1 run straight publicits as
liens 4er IlEts r to pad to turs to
gist. puhlicits."

Alt..’ deciding the i-espontabilits
tor ihe tailure of the date., multi

not be. pinned (loan to any one
thing, the (ominous. a KIM ed
motion made bs; Brow-n. TN. motion was. "Al the beginning of
each quat-ter the editot of the
Dads should nicsd with
;partan
the heads eat the Studi.nt t’Ouneil
Student Court. Rails committis,
Social Affairs committee and the
Student Activities hoard to es
tablish a workable ;allies’ ten that
quarter"

The 1 cather
-It would seem to me.’ /disci-serf
Phil Phoghound. iilitlessopher, "thA’
thew are too mate,
, and not enough H L. Meneketis
t this acid"
The cage nt Saratogs had heel?
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,’s ’tag through the
eel a eopulai ness, 11111QaZine and
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It E. Duets. president of the Patriots association
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Sailing on S. t. BayIii 11111I’S
Sea, Salt ’a Shipboard Sias
By ED ROPER, Campus Editor
Today,

you swabs, we’re going to talk

Francisco bay which is very wet.

about sailing.

On San

At least the parts that haze come

in contact with us.
IF you go sailing there are certain things that you must avoid.
These

in every sea -chest and are

things are listed

referred

to

as

We have coons-,
tooth ol Ilicto Al And moat lir thrin
Ina. If you’re an enlisted man
,1
.k cl .1 So pa% %rano heed
non - boat awner but friend of
11 hr tlirt 1111011K %MI di. I. ket
sou hoard sla the
the aro, nrr
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to is 1...1 I. knots n an "r
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..h....,.r
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by
on through mos r asps rnient open friends 4.1 the ship’. dog. Watch
your ostep!
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(visiting
II sots’s.. an officer
boat ott ner) you hoard Irons the port gang-way, or, in
the- case of large yachts. the starboard gang -way which is like a
t.Irs a lor
S111 Nou’re ateuard and sou want
IIs Sit fitarli Don’t
There MIA
snore than two places on an boat
st here \ 111 ran sot dqown without
being iii il,. v. root: Thos.. too
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Spartan pie -eaters probabl/
don’t know it, but if they have
been munching pie in the coop
lately, they have been eating a
local product. According to Mrs.
manager of
Margaret Ramona.
the coop. the Spartan Shop has
toren serving the pies produced
there for the last four years,
Mrs. Brash- Sprague has the
h which produce% the lenSher’,
been making
der pies.
hrtio for Irtrall bilk alma jilts
made
since
I he first 11111. \\
here four years ago).
Mrs Sprague. ttas a cook in the
coop tor three years before the
local dirty (laves decided to bake
their ost n pies. As a result of this
long experience on the CIIMP’,.
%I’ll can easily understand v. hy
Mr, Sprague- says, "I’ve fed a
mans .steidents
A particular topping (see rut)
helps tempt soosithful appetite.e.
and alms those this: ar,n’t
young, Mrs. Sprague said the
topping is made hy whipping
thingI
think she said it
was eream. Perhaps this could
tw son esplanalion for some of
(hi- H.Hind persons seen ’stalk lug around campus. Rut jumpin’
geewhat a way to live.
k:very kind of pie is made in the
coop you name. it and they got
it, according to Mrs. Ramondo.
Cream, berry. apple. banana, cherry, pumpkin they’re all on the

Fro
To

insoOn475
att_tor_pAami,rwAe.
salad,
cr
it
l’hre411111. d
pirate
Arran
t0 into
dents el
Room I
hAiecchm
for e0111
Admistri

copied
r 191,

into an approximate fouranch
SPRAGUE--eut
MRS. REssi
meringue on one ot her coop specialtiestension meringue pie. Stalcustard, apple, ad infinitum
berry.
cherry.
k responaihle for those
kinds of pie that base heen offered daily since Mrs. Sprague started
photo by eimelin
here four years ago.
-

LaTorre Editors Tell Distribution

’The
held, at
John A
sor of
Ieng f
i,re
,n
and
:%I
i P. a ty.,:i

Iris Elwood and Ted Breeden, been printed, more than 2000 hate
LaTorre. co-editors: announced this been sold by order this quarter,
we.ek that June 4 would definitely the editors said, and, the remainthe distribution date for the ing books are expected to’be-ia-ild
’ yearbook. They said that the 1950- before the distEibution date.
"The moral to -this is to buy your
15I issue of La Torre already has
, be

, been printed

and

is now

To

in the books now or you’re going to miss
out on one of the best yearbooks

bindery in San Francisco,
I

()be

Of the 2500 yearbook,: that

hay,

4ver,"

the co-editors explained

due’
air5.

Thrust and Parry

pat’hlonda.:

learned its lesson. Instead of one they are asking for donations
Dear Thrust and Parry:
being wellCollege. students
"Finals Frolic-, an all -campus so- gay day. Sparta now has dozens of
psychology
ersed in practical
cial featuring outdoor games, a I singular events which are sprinklknot% all about rationalization
the quarter.
At
spaghetti supper at the. Student ! ed throughout
and they’re quite adept at thinkNMI dancing and entertain- ! many Eastern colleges, these are
ing of escuses for not doing
ment at the Newman club, is he-’ channeled into one Spring Sports
things that they aren’t sure are
ing sponsored by the College Reli- Carnival, usually lasting one t,,
fashionable in their circle. The
gious Cour.eil-in formation, the af- three days.
At the University of PelthtiOunisersal dodge from donating
ternoon and evening of June 7. The
vanta, the affair features a
hi
1 to the Red Cross is passCRC hopes loy this social and othed ,,if with a laUgb-e-.4.1 need it.
er future events to foster greater, mammoth football game between
more than they do." It’s pesos
friendship between. students Of the . the varsity and alumni. A tennis tourney, golf meet. baseball
’religneus
to peanuts that the claim comes
and
faiths
different
game, howling matches between
groups
front a candidate for-n Sunshine,
(rats and sororities are going
and health nil, Or "thiri.’s theThe planning omit work ton this
esent Is Swing done olooperatis esiniultieneously, send t hi. whole
["Shiselcs,
real killer about
lestival mushroom% into
Is by representatises from ninenight
can’t Rise catirte I.
rarnis 31 under the big tent
...diem. church fellowships. While
Rh display of
OUTSIDE the college grounds.
the constitutton end hy -laws for
crumpled Fib enlx.
Such an event is tailor-made for
the 1 RC are still in the prowess
(Si COUVil. there is the noble
SOS Combining the Spring Sing, , character who rushes to sign
of being draw n sip for ra Silica t he
thus hy the Inuits 11111Hi frIbM
intra-squad football
game, pledge for donat’ng and then has
baseball, tennis, golf, and alumni , to go to his grandmother’s eighth
I he follow log purpront for
activities would he no problem.
organiiallon of the 1 -RC has
funeral when it comes lime. to fulrh.
beers ten tat is ely ag
upon:
broad, clear area east of fill the pledge. But, be Still swipes
I. .1.. Integrat. the
Spartan stadium is perfect for a a donor’s pin an he can boast oh
%serious%
lag tent ill which frats, sororities his big-heartedness to his coffee
collrgr religious group% for mutual
and independent groups could set pals.
lerstanoting through soI p booths. prepare acts and sketchcial and cultural aetisities:
I don’t hasp "a brother oteres and generally give the. students
%II
late greater intersea," nor was I the recipient of
est sin campus In the programs
spring carnival that would leave
Red Cross blood oversee% and I
of I he
1,e one wanting. Student iadice
religious orgassitistIons
don’t think that a donor has
within the area: and
with the student court
I.. has.. any such reason for giv4,eoild see that no one gets out of
3. Too yr ttttt ote and cars on
ing 11t her than the fact that it
hand. as well as screen untll irable
project
sshieh you’d b.. .1 ttttt
Is needed 31111 Jr% pr1.11111bly the
characters from carnival particicomperatisely.
mils chance he’ll ever base to
Flu’ College Religious Council - , pat ion.
oloo sotnething bordering or alA contest could be held to nanie
in formation invites all interested ;
truism.
individuals and campus religious ’ the festival. If such ar event is
II inore than the uSual three
oreanizations to attend the "Fin- feasible, the time to launch it is
141
cent of this student body
al.: Frolic". and to participate in 111M It’s up to the Student Coonshows up to donate. the Red Cross
its organizational planning and ru- ;
Rails committee and Spartan
people will pass out so it’s probt tir. activities.
IDaily to make the first move.
ably just as well that students
,
I lerman Rimen14.1d, publicity
hops -fulls.
don’t give a hoot
litairman
Dan Drubs.. Asn ’213.
With pride in my feltows. I rorl
l’eordon B Schouldice,
Rob Winkler, ASH 2232
AS11 Prat: acting chairman
Thrust .uni Parry and
_
.1See3 Anemic Students:
UNK
Item Thrust and Parry Of insignificant importance to
IERKS
Ds this time, it shook] he. eb.
the majority of students on this
tams that Spardi Gras is not goELICIOUS
rampus is the fact that a Red
11Ig to return to San .lose State
Cross blood donor fitIVI. is row
ONUTS
taillin_te, and it Kids:ibis is just a,
being conducted here. After all,
AILY
%still "rho tun %sortie., Spaeth Gras,
the. Red Cross shows up every few
11.1 1111114/T are symbolic of the
tti West San Carlos
months and it , oild stuff 1:tat
emelt. fun and spring festivities
that characterized it several years
ago
n11111 1311 terns I.
means "ids
one thing to the .iscrage Spartan--thol iinforteinate day two
\
ri ago. when the roll.-g.’ repuLATEST MODELS WITH KEY SET TABULATORS
tation hail to suffer Iterative of
the unbridled escapades of AI
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES-brainless few.
Every college worth its sedum&
eldortele needs a wring remit al
Of %111111
to release its pent -up
C41’so
antler .11, so and there’s no Ica Ser6.c S.nce 1013
...ere %shy sp.., Ire sheoult Is. lett out
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Frosh Outing at Adobe Creek
To Feature Barbecue, Dance A barbecue, mixed softball game, water polo contest, and swimming, topped off by an outdoor dance to the masic of Bob Russell
will feature the freshman c..ting and dance this afternoon and this
evening at Adobe Creek lodge.

Plays for Ball

Pledge Cards
Aradeible

Dukes ’Fake Part

Iran Issues
Ultimatum
TEHRAN, IRAN. Iran issued
an unimaturn to the Anglo-Iranian Oil company demanding that
the company- recgpnize nationalization of the British -controlled
Iranian oil fields within one week
or be completely excluded from
operation in the future.
"Iran won’t sit back in the face
of a British show of force hut
will Lit back." Hossein Makki,
si;crefarY of the rraiiian Parlianwrnmy commission, stated yesterrl’aa. ’If a single shot escapes
the ha-rel of any gun in the Percalf area there Will be a third
-1.1d
war within twenty-four
Britain has alerted a crack
paratoop brigade for service in
the N:iddle East. Some reports
said ’he paratmopers would be
sent 1 Iran if necessary to protect Iritish lives there.
lieseseilte to Open ’flogs Road
Yt.)1TMITE. Tioga road which
crosses Yosemite National park
and monnects highway 395 and
the E:g Oak Flat road (highway
120) vein be opened this Saturday,
Carl Russell. park superintendent, i,nnounced yesterday,
0
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If you can’t get a
boat, run over to tne
General Economy
Launderette
for cut rates en
washings.

the inst.

eetings
AND ANNOUNCEMENTS
All student% interested in going’ students are urged to attend
to San Francisco Sunday morning,
Gamma Pi Epsilon: Meet -r
at attend Dr. Howard Thurman’s’ day at 7:30 p.m. to hear t,
church are to sign up today at Russell speak on "The Use ot ii the Student Y. Cost will he $1.25: tory in the Teaching of ill
to cover transportation. Group’ School Mathematics." N. ,
:30 Iicers will Ime el. co -,1 amid m,
still leave from the Y at
serve’d. All members a
. rim.
Bibliophiles: Dinner meeting to- required to attend.
Alpha Phl Omega: requests ti.
night at 6:30 o clock at the home
f Florence Thornton in Saratoga. all students refra,n fromMentbers are to meet in front in the lots between S.
of the Student Union at 6 ’clock and San Fernando sire ISeventh to Eighth streets
for transportation.
All Students wanting to attend marttet’on of new lots ,
the Buddhist worship service at ’Aare today and the
the temple tonight are to meet is kept c’ear for ’
I Ogle
Squadron ’(" I
at the Student Y by 8 o’clock.
;II
List ht. ra n Students association: Members will drill
today, not in uniform
All student,. are invited to at nien)bers well compote
’end the dinner and discussion
sunday at 5:30 p.m at the Grace military po!lee in dial!
lion, in uniform.
Lutheran church_
All Who Wish to take- Edit,
Ad Staff: All ad staffers who
lois 101 elementary school cut
have served on the ad staff in
are
past or present and want their I -within) and observation
with Id
I padures taken for the files are iere-riazister by todaY
Edio-alion
in the’
to meet today- at 1:30 p.m. in ’tin Fahrizio
fiee, Room 161
Fl 94.
Trailer Space!’ will be avail:,,
,
Engineering Society: Meet tosumm.
1 night at 7:30 in the Student at Spartan City for the
one interested should sign
I Union. .Agenda features a sneak- Any
t
ier. movies, nomination of next , list in the office of Mrs, Ii,
iyear’s officers, and refreshments. Eli:chard housing director
Freahman Baseball Tram: I-.
’ A II undergraduate engineering
sin pictures in the Men’s P.E.
(ice.
**Mors: Today is the I
chance to buy Senior Ball I.
before they go on general s
Bids are :voidable in the Gram’
SUNDAE
. ate Manager’s office

"HOLY COW"

General Economy Launderette
EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
1
Ii
nt ’s FOR Till.
E 1
st \It sts
siq’t IAL PRICE ON all %sot st 7sIlAt

_hlenlion Shtdenli
FOR

YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS

Resorts
Rail
(..EE OR CALL

Airlines
Steamer
I

CY 3-7273

CREAMERY
7411 & Santo Clara

ST. CLAIRE HOTEL

Save Time -8 -Hour Service
"Bachelor Shirt Laundry"
A.

golden kleglit

OMC

Only 4C1c

NO EXTRA COST

JERRY DAVIS TRAVEL SERVICE
78 W. SAN CARLOS

8 Atomic Ingredients
Guaranteed Radioactive
Big as a Bern!;!

II

.4 Campus clothing for all occa- ket and Itietas. 1 het:.
.-r.
sion,: was presented Wednesd a
also
liOna
t,’rnils
night at 7:30 o’clock at Oa- .AWS
their yard.
fashion show at the Catholic We’alt.’, t I IV SI101A
ediately
men’s center. All fashion, were
the courtesy of Haws del,,,rt.’ punch and cookies were sersed
to the models and the audience
ment store.
it
"ant
esPeciall
"Members of Hart’s aihcrlising:
times, m
Stal f and buyers watching for re-’ the chairmen is
Miss Hale added
actions to their fashions were Co- hard.
,
Joan
operative," declared Joan Hale.’
AWS president. "Everyone work- Ie chairman. Lvnti NieDona’et
ing on the show was semi helpful
charge of the tsomcn modei
in making it run smoothly and
Henry Down contacted thi malt.
quickly."
ari
, models I lther (-ha
To the mood music of the
y Ishtmatsu, refreshmt lets. 1_0,4
ho, the men Howard, publicity : Bet ,m-ly
Dale Rennie c
En and urimen modeled clothes for goes. programs. and Pat Eneaci ea!
RAI HACKETT and his orchestra have been engaged to play
night life, beach %%ear, and gels- music,
for the Senior Ball, in the itiold
eral campus near. The clothes
Fairthe
of
rooms
Hill
and Nob
%%ere representative of a cornmont hotel the night of June 2.
plete college ensemble.
Hackett, said to he one of the
outstanding hand leader peisonThe audience, made up mostly
alitles in this area, is musical
FRIDAY & SATURIV!
director tor radio station (BS of local campus women’s organiIn San Francisco, and has been zations, reacted very favorably
featured suecessfully at the to the show, especially in greetWHITE SHCES
Mark Hopkins hotel in San ing the male :models with much!
Francisco and the ( ’000:1
clapping- and laughing: according.
Pe:,ni.ric.J
Cleaned
liro%e in Los Adgeles.
_. to Jack MacDonald one ot the.
models. .
NEW LIFTS
-The men were - helpful ’
shop,," Miss Hal,. said
’
think they really enjoy-eal et e’
’
mem %veto ii-minute eel
sisted 11) Hank lk 11...
tile
Joined
,Iud,,nts
rntteil anal ane ttttt nceit
.S1-4rna Delta PI, natamal
ranks
empsCarol Larson, the sl
Spanish honor fraternity, Thursized spring in 311 its
day, May 17, at the annual Melia Fanners It, deeorate the tars,
lime held at I’m.- home of Or. J,e..
I la I Iroom is en’ hy I ’lost ti BaElder. dean o instruction
Gold insigniae and certifivatt,
were presented by Mr. L. C.
Newby, head of the Modern Lan m .
V4141I teachirra
:mage det...irtment.
New members are: Diego Aja, , elementary anti second.o , a
Gene Calvo. Hazel Crowle, Bonita tial candidates are open en Ile -hop
Davis. Louise D’Onofrio. Louis :Cali’ schools, according to th,
Milani. Robert B. Miller, Maria 1Placi-ment office, Those interest.
16 E. San Fernando St.
Ii..
:1.
! f1 -...’t
d
Navarro. Rosemary Nofzig,I
ginia Poole. and Loretta R.

Tuesdaypaiiish Frat
Boosts Ranks

Obeys Play,’Noah’
To Start May 31

I .P. Round-up

May

Complete College Ensemble Is Shol, n
At Ai ’S Fashion Shms in omen’, hail

Bill Eckert, freshman class president, urged that students attendint. Ire to get to the lodge as4I
soon
they can to join in the
Laiiiims Blood Drive
att.wAtxwmpt +tet tvity.
Itite _barbecue still begin shout
Chil*’ and hr"’"
bread. coffee, and
ice cream is ill be served t i,
freshasen haying meal tickets. ’still
The- ducats, 60 cents, can be
purehaised_ prior to the meal.
Blood donor pledge_ cardire
Arrangements have been made still available for students and
to- provide transportation. Stu- faculty members wisfang-14.1- Pardeots drawing- -ides can sign up ticipate in the Campus. Mood
inLtir James F. Jacobs. office. drive, Mr. Glenn Harfranft, drive:
chairman said yesterday.
Room B-11.
Pledge cards may he picked upi
_According to Eckert, the affair
whieh was originally scheduled in the main office of the Men’s
for oouples. is also open to stags. gym. Cards are no longer availAdmission, 90 cents, will be ac- able at the office of Mr. Marl’ son
I
cepted at the entrance to the McCreath.
At press time yesterday. _3661
lodge,
The water polo contest will be students and facultY members had
held at the lower pool with Mr. pledged a pint of blond. Thisl
is
approximately
2001
John A. Gilbert. assistant profes- figure
sor of history. officiating. Also. pledges short of the fall quarter
Mr. Jacobs- will accept any chal- blood drive "al which was 559
pledges and 270 actual donors.
lenges to a tennis ma tch.
Appointment times for Monday
Patrons for, the affair are Mr.
and Mrs: riin’e;:
Jacobs and pledges are listed on No Six of
today’s Spartan Daily.
Mr. and Mrs John A. Gilbert.
appointment times will be listed
in Monday’s Spartan Daily
"There are still many appointment op.-nines on Monday and
Tuesday," Mr. Hartraft empha.
sized.
"The Red Cross mobile
blood unit will be in operation be,
Tickets’ for the Little Theater 1".een 8:30 a.m. and 4 p.m. on
pm. duction
of
Andre
Obey’s Monday and between 9 a.m. and
-Noatt" went on sale this week. 3 p.m. on Tuesday."
‘.,1-s, Verde Jackson, Speech de.. e 7
e n t secretary, reported
Monday.
Pete Cirivilleri. Duke of Blue
The dramatization of the Old
Testament story will open Thurs- Key, and Bob Madsen. former
day. May 31. At will be presented Duke, jouriteyed to Da s is Tuesday
nightly .(aoisept -Sunday) at 8:15 to Partake in the installation of
Thursday . through Tuesday, a new Blue Key chapter at University of California Agricultural
college, according to Cliff Ma Ticket prices, are 60 cents for
jersik, publicity chairman.
pose of Blue Key at
ASH,’’earci- holders and 90 cents
Both men spoke on the put-- lation banquet.
for general admision. All seats
are’ ’reserved.

..1.4,-tayPt.
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Dry Cleaners
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Stolen Stuff
By JACK HULSE
"Tharlan

Daily

W. ale witallio
Was student with
Bad Habit
He liked loiter in doorway
And make talk
With his friends.

Exchange Page

subversive Listeners. Heed

Between classes., Willie
Always managed to block
The Stairways
While he bummed a light
Or told a joke.
-- --He liked tri stand in the
Classroom doorways
And gas.
When the bell rang, Willie
Would dash in.
Lea, mg the boys in he, wake.
Late.

Priii II (aches tur Lust Time
Ituuks Bog Down Bruin frurk!
,AR ’N SPICE
Here’s the chemical mole up of female gots:
Symbol- WO,
Accepted Atomic Weight- 120.
Occurrence: found wherever mon exists. Seldom in a free state.
Physicol Properties. Roils ot nothing And may freeze at any min
lit.
‘.1,:t. when properly tr s -ate d

,1

inrouniral Properties
Vets aePossesnes gi eat affinity fur
Downtown.
’,lit %dyer. platinum and piecions
"-ins
Violent reaction Whim left
Ilere hi’ could jam traffic
done
Turn, elven when placed To his. heart’s content
side a better looking specimen Whiles he yelled
\isle to absorb great amount, of To his friends
r
r/141d
raTIONY
In the sidtwalk.
IlIghlx ornamental. I -se
Ionic ci, ireeleration
one dax- an old
tepi.ilitep ehI
Ion spirits.
(1:...inate of Villic’s
Is
probtribution of it ealth.
low., down the stroll
:Oily the most poixerlill income i Awl sax
reducing
And ,:iss led
41.""".
..,10.i, It ’II. ssisl,e,s‘ c 11.1A, Amt ""’ 1"""
ihal 11
11

t..

\

finally finkbed school
Arid got
in
i"1.
’
If,. lierano a cop and WAS gisen
Traffic duo.

ii.1111-1 0111.
i

t’,10

1.’ssvhorn.

AD OF THE DAY

Lads Di whir Dicrs
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4)11 Lis ill.,

Six !hip.%

I
THIEVES OF TIME
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Ill t\k. i
; itt I
In a str.t.ch
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tilt,
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the., six
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11011110.1’ 1111 11:11,1)1111.,..
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don’t
1
-1311(i (311 s.11
inhale pi aisl. and eiimpliments.
iiti
mind
’I’ll’ -’,duo,

etc ,Cr1r
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it histotio at fill
n Callitaiaa
.1 it
:ii
missing
iiffiee /1.
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that he
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le. sirs,
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Hal Orcutt’s
Used Car Lot
F /
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BRAIN

ii.iti.,,,p,,;,,, ,,,
the winds sd
sin/a:lied
on,,, in 1111,’ ’holt statement that
173II h. applind to the current Con 111151’1.0,h in WaN11111..!t(J11
NV it
I IsSIS

PARK AT RACE
CV

2-7749

FOR

A

FOOD
:1?

DELICIOUS MEAL

Try Our Famous

CHICKEN PIE 65c
!iat.IBLIQ

COFFEE

SPUDNUTS

-Second to None"

Mrs. Dinette and
354E

la. _Ptittitfi

Santa Clara

Corner of etk

’
’
,

NittIFSI-Ii
F. 11,:t f %11111.SIlf
1101 11,.%.4
1/1 tni,rt
Ii, urges.
s. It arid take a genuine interest
i n other people
:1
I
in Inv,
Ins
is
p I DiliPan11111 11111
.14 .1
Find it C311,... 1st V 11101
I
trn
e. \our %shish lit,
s sn
5
f
it something creatiie to
1111
ths
heal t
6 -Cathy:tie
and
spirit "

Ii.. II I it ilk() he altithed t11 11111
i.1,-111.1111,
14. said. ’The nitian it y ol mankio il doesn’t think and never
e
has
illehire radio and the neviapapers,
’nubs, people had no opinions at all
.:ow they merely
what
is -ad and hear
x
Niel rsche u3 right
it bet he said. ’tat’s burn all lihrarie, beiii’..’.iii’..’thex stole hinktug:
Niia
taks the people sitting
dh you
yom classes are they
sing to h eteachers or repeaters?
they think tor themselves? Are
s.ssy, so (lightened by. oaths and
nsions that they will not open
’heir mouths to express an opinion"
At
this’
students
or
sponges"

I .N. Resolution :tlipporteil

EXPERT
TUNE-UPS

.1 \IAIZ l’A,
This
liaionesian goisernment annaimeed
,esterdm Its support of the Unit-41
Nations
resolut ion
banning
hipments of strategic materials
I,, communist China.

/://,3

Unstable Fable:
Pie Raps Redski
d T
.?’1,;
tie. &hoer 1..ble
That night
.,.d lady,
h. asked his oil,.
this
of
iiiight
the
st hat’s
hOtle!..
"1 k rie p telling you I don’t
know." said his wife. "Why worry about suchLike when there’s so
much confusion in the world?"
"It’s very strange," said her
husband, contemplating his empty
cup, "I don’t understand the way
that airplane flies in from the
ocean every morning and then
goes back again in about an hour
or so. It scares the cow and she
won’t give milk. Maybe we should
moy c the house doan by the hidloss.’’
"It’s just a small plane," said
le, "IA hy should
his brown -eyed
we try to move the hoNse off this
nice hill because of a little old
flyin’ tea-hint-

There didn’t
to be ml’
e
sne
s.’a house
protecting
that
n’t have a brown-ey,.d
it.
He wondered if he s(,
drive into town and tell the
iff about the plane killing his
chickens.
Just as he sat down to the la,
ble, he noticed something urai,..
From one corner of his ch,.
pie a machine gun bullet proil
ed.
Extracting it with a
he took it over to the windov
was an oblong pellet that II
off a phosphorescent glens
.
radium.
While he looked at it a
came at the door.
The stranger cc’:,’.a tall man
dressed in nhat looked like a
eircels ha nil leader’s unifiorm,
with pretty Maio. buttons and
red straps on thr shoulders. tie
talked nit h a foreign accent.
111 Henry Glimm of the
"Are
painted name on the roof?"
"Yes,"
said
Henry
an,
"what aro you doing on mi 1.
ertyr
The tall man pulled taut a
solver and stepped
’I ant
the pilot of the plane you have
been shooting at. You are thwarting my plans to photograph thr
military adyantagos of this coast
-therefore you must die."
Raising the gun, he fired at
Henry Glimrd s,
close range.
gyred to the door and. .as
slumped down .he thought (g
wife and began singing, "Ili
see Brown F,yes no more,"
suddenly, ho lay, still,
The stranger turned to go.,
hut catching sight of the chick him dwn and grid
en Me.

’’It lia to go and 4,’’ from
Maybe
somewhere, tillefli
Rossian sub off
it comes fr
the c oast. I tell .x11111, IM going
to noise the house!" he slammed
his fist down 1111 the table.
her hands,
His nils chiselled
"You keep picking on the little
parts of thing,. Who cares about
’
where the plarie is ening?"
I Henry Glimm was
Now flenr
name, was a
the husband s
mared man accustomed to
newlyri
ordinary
and
solving
meeting
Here was something he
things.
could sok’, by ordinary means.
"Stubborn’?" You don’t know
Don’t von read the
from nothing
p
You talk like a crazy
newsapers?
womm.
got up and went into
Ills
the kitchen for the dessert. She
his kick, still, a delicacy not
came back till I. a pie and threu,
often ax tillable to those making
it at her husband.
"A pie is
long and !owned submarine. und
greater than its Farts," ’.1,,’ said.
plane trips.
"I read that in a big book."
Wiping his mouth on ,the t;il
her suitcase
Then she paekt
cloth, he began humming the
and departed for the home id
of -The Volga Boatman." GI
her mother.
ally he stopped.
A wave of
Ill.nry 55 as so surprised about sea swept over him. The pie’?
the pie that hi. said nothing. But looked at what was left and
long after she had gone he kept horrified to see two radio-aer,..
thinking about %that she had said. pellets the bullets in his
"A pie is greater than its parts." He tried to sit uggle to hI-t was an important sounding
but
toppled over. He lat..
thing to say. Why had his wife,
almost ’immediately in far.
who was just an ordinary wife,
W’hen 14.nry Glitnm yvok.
put such a fine set of words to- found himself lasing with
gether
It was like saying that on his wife’s lap. Brown
thi, yvorld was more inunirt ant come home again!
than Stalin ii, Napoleon. or Hitler .
It,’
e w
that he had he
brown -ex ’’dwit, back again. TI
I I() iSfrUilt..:4 Milt()
world was getting more impos,
hie Is, understand
Next morn he took a buelo.1
/S
of nhitensisis up on the roof and
1 ..P. I
N.
LINCe
and painted. "Pr.,prt) of Illenrx
I mule isn’t as stubborn as tiliMM. h-Is ataN !"
But at milking time the littielPeopl. think.
Leastwise that’s the opinion to
plane roared over the house again.
profess.,!
Henry began to hate the thing. William J. Loeffel,
l’n;
Soon he began to blame the air- animal husbandrv at the
plane for the loss of his wife. sity l,t Nevada.
"A mule is not necessarilx
Standing beside the cow, one
stubborn." Loeffel said. "he’s so
morn, he fired his shotgun zit the
%Mart he *hint doesn’t let himlittle
plane.
Immediately
the
self lie maneuvered Mto a dale
plane swooped up into the sky,
gerinin position."
made a rolling turn and came divLoeffel said yam can’t "staniing down straight for Henry. who
pedt.’ a muli into doing something
ran and hid under the house.
that ho not wish, want, hanker.
(Meanie, resider, that sill thin
desire, admire to, lust or pray flit
time he doesn’t knoss hots’ much
"A mule." said the man. "is
hi.. holm,. neighs
nor’ll the
foolproof."
ststr eer tell
11.1
!Pears
a mule ain’t no
The nes.? mot tont:. in the dint
dais n. Hem y let loose with both
barrels
This
time
the
plane
swooped in with a machine gun
claremont in fterkeles
hiaiing red. Ilk, a rose in its
still be the scene of a dinner
mouth
It miss. d 11’ iii’’., but killdance for Spartan Chi member.
ed tar, ot his best layers in the
at 8:311 o’clock Saturday nights
hen house.
Being a frugal man.
The Chinese students’ club nil!
Henry picked the chickens and
also, use the twea.ilnn for instalmade them into a chicken pie ha
lation of officers. according to
lunch.
Ile wished that Ins wits
Latorie II hung, publicitx chairwas there to help in th, kitchen
man.
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VA Fixes July 25 Deadline Date
For Veterans to Begin Training

SPARTAN DAILY
rridas. Mayi ?5, 1951

trt Group Exhibits
Paintinas for Sale
In llam Corridor

A deadline of July 25 has been set for the veterans of World
War II wto have not as yet started the:r educational training under
the G.l. Bill, accord:ng to the Veterans office. Veterans may register
for the summer session of any college before this date.
Only those veterans wive+ were discharged after July 25, 1947,
may begin their training later
than the deadline date and the
end of their training will be four
years after their discharge date.
he
announc.tment
cont,nued.
There is rn, cut-off date for
starting curricula under Public
Law 16 but this training must
be completed, for WW II v,, (trans, by July 25, 1956.
Spartans heard college music:,
Must Be in Training hi July 25 talent yesterday at 12:30 p.m.
Morris Dailey auditorium wloi,
The Veterans Administration advanced composition
students
has ruled that veterans must ac- presented a recital of origin.:
tually have begun their training numbers.
by July 25 of this year and not
Opening the recital were selecmerely have made an application lions
from
"Mezzo-Forte"
le
for training. Veterans now in, Philip Anderson, played by piantraining, but who will not cons- ist Tatiana Anderson. Soprano
plete their courses by July 25 Glor;a Surian sang C. Howard
will be permitted to continue in; cartsonts "Song for Female Voice
training. Interruptions for surn-; and Piano."
mer vacations or as the result of
A brass trio consisting of Jack
circumstances beyond the control
Russell. horn; Carlson, trombone:
of the veteran will not cancel his
and composer Darrell Graves,
training rights. the VA states.
trumpet: David Johnson’s "Sonata
However, the VA has ruled, af- for Piano" played by Thomas Ryter July 25, 1951. a veteran must an; and "A Sonata for Trumpet
continue his training without in and Piano" with composer Gordon
terruption until its completion. Sandford on the trumpet and Ella
cannot change from on. course Mae Turner at the piano, were
to another, but by ’cour-e" the other selections.
VA means a "curriculum, program
Patsy Olsen player her "Cycle"
of study or training or combinas
suite on the piano, and the piano
tion of subjects as prescribed by
scores for "Duo for Violin and
the institution as constituting a
Cello" were played by Theresa
course." A veteran will receive
Pori and Virginia llosve, resptat
permission to change his educational objective only while in
training and then for reasons satisfactory to the VA.

Man!.
ii

Music Majors
Offer Recital
In Auditorium

iassifi4

Special Rule for Pre-Proe010/1/111 I
Veterans who complete pre.
Medical, p..e-dental, pre -osteopath
or certain pre -legal training under the GI Bill but who have not
Clessilled ds shou,d be pfaced it to.
as yet gained admittance to a
office. Cow, 15 Acts
-duate SAAeq’s
professional school, will be per- must con,e.n at lees, IS words, ossabl Ii
cents sro,d
mitted to start their advanced uflunAcs. Charge
training whenever an accreditee ’11111""’"
FOR RENT
school of their choice has room
for them, though that date may he
urnished apartment for two
after July 25, 1951.
eirls.$12.50 each monthly. Appl,
at 382 E. San (’a his St,
Veteran-Ins! r. c:ors
Rooms for girls for summit
The VA also has issued infor- quarter with kitchen privileges
instructors
mation pertinent to
Doubles or single. 102 S. 14th, CY
who are planning to attend sum- 3-9978,
mer sessions under the GI Bill.
Girls: Rooms for rent for next
Vetera:n-instructors may continsummer and school quarter. Modue to take summer courses during ern furniture, kitchen & laundry
their vacations from regular in- privileges. 114 S. 11th St._ _
structing after July 25. 1951, but
Refrigerators for rent. $1 pet
they must meet the following reweek. No deposit required. Phone
quirements:
CY 4-1547. If no answer, phone
1. Their study must lead to ri CV 5-4839.
sole
degree. Enrollment for the
Summer women tutlents: Th..
purpose of obtaining a teacher’s
house will be open this
credential or for meeting in-serv- Theta
summer Call CY 5-9689 for In.
ice salary increases will not satislot mat ion.
fy..this requirement.
2, They must he enrolled in
TVPING
consecutive regular summer
sions under the GI Bill.
Typing done at home. Neat.
Tates. (’all Mrs. Taylor, CI
3. They must have continuous
empIrr,ment as an instructor dur- :2- 1:0.0, I.
student typing done. last,
ing successive college years.
4. Summer sessions attended rate service. Reasonable rates
must. be at least five weeks M; Phone CY 2-948o,
length.
Veterans who finish undergradANNOI.NCE51F.NT
uate courses and tntend to enter,
What ? . . . Ma le qua rtet I in int
graduate schools starting after,
July 25, 1951 may do so if they; San Francisco) W hen?
Where?
Mr an application for this train- Sunday, May 27. 1951
ing some time before the comple- . . . First Methodist 5th & Santa’,
tion of the undergraduate work. I Clara. All are invited!

I 411.1

th,

,
%No ,11.... ha, hhy, th, lit.,
1(1K KM I 1
INSTRI
ia
horticoltor. I S during ao ..o111,,or lab period.

Sign-up for Horticulture 4.-A
And See the Spartan Camp!.

(WW1

,j

\Mho Ai,. I...T..:

N

1,1.11
1)Phil)
41.*
el the
.111c annual
well.: el
m - ill
the San .1o,e State eel..
Art
department ni,.
lie seen in the
main corridor of the Art %% mg.
t1111.1t include; all media of
front oil painting to !ratio r
alts.
"Mose represented are Jean Ele’ejer. Nat Fast, Marion Nichols,
Stan Bennett, Pat Anthom. Belt’. Malson. Harry Powers. George
f
Eimers, I)ick Franco, Arturo Nloo.
treno. Keith McFadden, Margaret
; Nakamura, George Mutt), I ttek
Alley , Louis Frangione. Jimmy
!Johnson. Isennison Ilerring, Leta
Howard and Kenneth Alien Ed
Wishon and Dora Anderson

Do you want to be enlightened ; tween a group or indis idual
on fruit growing, propagation,
harvesting, storing and market.! The Class has Spaded, weed. -,1
turt,
and
irt
id
thes
a rrolled
and
ing? Then you too can help land- ;
uted generous quantities of lin
scape the Spartan campus.
Th,
in the afternoons’ work
Reading the 1951 bulletin of :estimate one more full lab period
classes, prospective Spartan fruit
growers thought they would learn
something about harvesting when
they registered for horticulture
4A. and that isn’t all they are
learning.
Tuesday and Thursday, a small!
band of non-professional laborers,
armed with shovels, rakes, picks’
and a roller were diligently corn -t.
Meting the requirements of horticulture on the terra firma near!
the Science building.
"It’s all democratic," commented Mr. Rocci Pisano. class instructor, leaning on his oat -o-ninetails. "they had their choir, I.

STATE THEATRE
R a4es
Sp.-6,11
For State St 40:

30

I know my last eggs were narrower in the
middle. I had hiccoughs at the time!

"Known for Good Food"
17 East Santa Clare Street

GRAND OPENING
FRIDAY MAY 25th

"CAMPUS INN"
215 SOUTH FOURTH STREET
Opposite Science Building

LET’S GET ACQUAINTED!
FREE TODAY

LYON MAGNUS ROOT BEER

A drink that will tickle your palate and satisfy your thirst

Thil

WE SPECIALIZE IN

The secret of a peaceful
day is a peaceful stomach.

Club Steak
AI,,

carte

Spaghetti
A !A carte

Ravioli

1.10
.75
.75

ntr

For fine foot both Italian end
American. 111 pieesont,
atmosphere. come to
M.. Anthony’s.

vois
Anthenti
93 WILLOW

b

Home-made Pies
Hamburgers
OPEN 7 A.M. TILL 12 P.M.

Complete Fountain ServIc

Hot Dogs

Delicious Salads

Fine Coffee

OPEN SUNDAYS 11 A.M. TILL 12 P.M.

Come In Today

-I’Affl AN:

f;

ID %MY
I rot....

19-.1

SPARTAN DAILY
Sir Jose State College
F1

as second class Pratte, AO
t L4 at Safi Jos* Calikenic and.’
.,f March 1 Ma

Lhotad Pm.
aa 1...,c
.1 of the Glob* Print;ng Company
4S S. f fit St. San Jou, Cali4oraia.
Cal;torata Phroaspapto Publoth

SIS Co-eds at Santa Cruz

%KT UOR .ART’S S.AK1;--C
SS I- put out a .pecial pax,
r
or Its., ele%otert for thr moat part
to ....lila I riff. life, Illwrt). and
t hp lannn. l’herclore ne are
for art to.
otp.t.sull!
utak, thp pages altrarthe.
Ii io our delight. anti
SAS h.
t 4 hi III\ .0.1%..d
%ow,. flint.
ono’ problem.
RD
V. iltrhillIK 111 %Sas,. r.di in from
thr ha)
’petition
a .1 rattgn
are Huth l’api.
Illarbara Whet, and %del ii, all
llllll 11..1N
to la..1. 1.5
1

Swim

Santa Cruz
Beach
Plunge
OPEN
DAILY
’ 2 P.M. TC. 10 P.M.

It

Always
Warm Here
_
,ntA

Cruz Seasid-

110041 Donors

THE "SHIP AHOY"

366 Spartans Donate Blood

Sea Food Restaurant

Students and faculty members
rticipating in the Campus Blood
, is,. are to report to the Student
ii ion at the following times:
alONDAY. 8:30 a.m. Frances
NI }heifer. Albert Vargo, Winona
’
Walker. Donald Eager, Marvin
liavent, William Silver, Henrs
Woodward. and Joyce Gunten.
s 13Jeanne Frripey, Mary Jane
esta. Charles Rouse, Iris F:I-

FINEST SHORE DINNERS AND SEAFOOD SALADS
served to you in our Marine View Dining Room overlooking the famous S asta Cruz Playground and beautiful Monterey 8,ef.
George Goebel, Anton Suk -

Your Hosts

ENTRANCE TO MUNICIPAL WHARF

PHONE

aid,Lawrna A. Thiel. Barbara
.’
Purser. Delores Tripp, Tom
.t. and Norman Stoll.

1989

9

o’cluck--Jarnes Prather, Bob
Alyce Purintim. Wm. C.

\. !aria.
. .4er,

Pier Bath House

Vic
Hal

L.
B.

Hansen.
Warner,

A. J.
Glenn

Cliarlen; Jacob: 9:13 -Janet
,r.g. Ramona Fabeis. Theresa Tocello, F:velyn laicich. Royce
D. II Knowles, Richard Lu’;essi. DonaLl Let., and Rod C.

and Lunch Counter

At Cowell Beach --

! iRocuue:
9:30-1 Amalfi
Logic.
: ,rri I Meyers. Wm. B. Johnson,

FISH AND CHIPS

sarwes Brandon, Manisa.’ Deptiy,
; ;eta, Itesider, Joseph Benatar, Jill

Curlique Potatoes

,rner. Joyce Cyperr, Jack nor ...r. and Carla Dubyne: 9:0Earl
‘.10orhead. Rusk Putter. and Mir-

Our

Specialty

an Jamison
o’clock Robert Ruth, Larry
OLort, Edward Spoon, Jon W.
John Pantor, Donald Eaton,
Wallganian. iferhert Thorn,- and Dick Enver. 10:1.5RobMoore. George Er-al. Thomas

Hot water showers ais0 dresaing room
for your convenience.

Entrance to Wharf
Santa Cruz

.es
Don Binder, John (Norm.
rra.,..,11
afarsal Ileamir,
ee Nolen. and Lloyd Able-m:
; 10:30--444m.in
Laskowsk,.
Wm.
I Cancilla, GA, Pond. Shirley Ails; tic. (1eraldine Ilancer, R hert

I Bash. Nadia Ilertv. John Marsh.
Jack Hulse,
Daynise Holloway,
-

-5;
./17C.STAGNAW
-/
FISHING AT
ITS BEST

TEACUP
Restaurant

Dougla, Sternler and Sharon Dean; g las O’Connor, ,tantey: Sondriiir
Madalyn
Mary Don Smith,
Farri-r.
1035-1 Yienipsey
Tucker. Nancy DeLude, and Jo ard George Pinkerton;

Sheehan. Betty
Anu Loneshore.
Garhai 11 o’clockRichard Villeuerte,: Grove, Hal Wilson, Gerald
Bruce Ctinningfaitn,’’’ Donn.,
Al Dunasky. Ronald Rico, George mi.
Voung,hiarok
Kirby Jr.:" Frank DeMayo, Nancy lsehokke. John
Percival. James Manthey. .),eanne
LCC Dahlin, Diane Norris, Jeanne
Duke:- 1:45
Struthers, Douglas Murray; 11:15 Williams, and Delta
StanRe’s Harbord, Bruce Summers, Clarence Wallace. Mariarie
LeJohr, McLaughlin, Sue Anater,. ley, Marian Souza, Pat Dillon,
Jana
John R. Turner, Beth McLaughlin. land Lopes. D-Kieselbacb,
(’ii. Ed Reiter. Margaret E. Very, and I. Rilty, Thurman Wood, Ed
Lou Ann Delaide; 11:30Dorothy kit’. Joan Riley. N. F:ib Wallat.
liargones. James Olds. R. S. Car- and Allen Wright.
Isar
Fauhel.
2 o’clockEarl
retlo, Violet Rank. K. K. ShimasaMaleomh Martin, Mrual,t.
ki. Paul Morgan, Dave Weaver.
Peg Molsbereen, Geneva Vaughan., McHenry. Marion Noble, Marian,.
Wayne Champion. Alice J. Ha.xson. Villaneuva, Robert Mosie. . Conand Gerhard Witt; II:45Gordon rad Jacobson, and Mario Anneal
Shouldiee. Mel F. Doane, Diane M. 2:15Edwin Mitchell. Corinne Mt Sivei.e., Joan DiCrestina. Mary A. Coy, Maralyn Simpson, Georgene
Weisbrodl, Joan Alley, Paul Sher- Bowen, Robert Schneider. ’Thorp.
iff, Jacqueline Graham.
Frank , as Maneeho. L. M. Vaughan,
Merrill. and Dais Knowles.
rem*. lit -din, and Oscar Herr:Z."1,12 o’clock Jack Sinone, Al Wa- 1-11; 2:30-1>on Jamieson. Cars
rners, Howard Hansen. Lary Woo, , Copses, Tom Ellis. Helen Engel Rosemarie Gosselin. Paul Murphy. hart, Carol Paige, Russell Hinglin
Julian Johnson. Donald Brown. Clarince Pfeffer, Gary Watt?, Itnand William Chang; 12:15Tom bert Byingtora Charleen Chew, AnBurch, Jackson Brandt. Benjamin . thony Chia% etta, Janet Riser; 2:ar,
Phyllis Jones. Roy Cupps. Eu
Gilbert, James Foster, Donald Beeson, Roland Herold, Janet Huff- cene Senor. Dorothy Falls. E
man Ward Carson anti Mrs Mar- Flickinger.
ian Butheruth; 11:30 Cletas
a. o’clockRad Bayne, Wm.
Vicker, Jay Isaacs, Janice Porter. Hubbard. Warren Jones, Homer
Juanita Grimm. Lorraine Saich, Ireland, Geo, Kalman, Earl Ilarris
David Muzzio..Judy Zent. Barbara Martin Brooks, Duane H. Miller
Miner, Marilyn Petersen, Jackie and Wm. Brown; 3:15Byron RusKuhn, Dasid Wise, and Jim Por- sell. Beverly Franc, Mary Craw ter; 12:45-31arlene Devich, Dorn- lord. Lincoln Vat de Grim&
th O’Connor, Vincent Lopez. Win. Bettie Ressler, Betty Koenig, VtuMurphy, W. Starrs. Nelva Sperl- heir Luick. Robert Foesgren. and
ing, Joanne Burkett. Russell How- Margaret Jacobsen; 3:30LA trot
ard. Barbara Rump.
and Jean Weedell. Harmon Bryant. Clad,
Steele.
K.’s.. Donald Glaze, Evelyn Moss- n’elitekMat- Martinez, Mat- Gwen 11:1iICY.
Jan Loret: Er thew Kr !medic. Kathleen Scott, Snow, Jim Gibson, Mary MN r
Shirley Gross. F: P. Coon. M. D. Bob Miller, and Diego Ake 5:4A--Aitken. Fred Finherg. Norman K. Bruce Weher. Jean Johnson.
Stott. and Clarke Etrierley; 1:15 GrISSIC, Norma Aubry. Mulo Lon._
Robert Sunzo-i. Shirley Rivola, Stella Bart -.’to, Anne B.
anaohcaM
Theme
Jerry Stevens DonJobn

:
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Don’t Knock,
Come Right In,
Relax and Enjoy
Your Food
CHINESE DINNERS
S1.35 --

Chinese

’
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American

aesta-lalfe
f ’4011

.41614.61.41,
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SANTA CRUZ REACH. CALIFORNIA.
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Journalistic Quiz kids

Warm
s. Little Loot,
One Coed-Santa Cruz
Warm days, a little loot, a lovely Spartan co-ed, and a place to
go adds up to an interesting situation, now doesn’t it?
We can’t schedule more warm days, or provide you with coins
or a loveable little lady, but we can give you some tips on where to
go, and what to do.
411 BAMBOO GARDENS t a -.bail.
looking restaurant that Awned
last Saturday It Is located right
the street from the Merr%
-round on the Santa Cruz boai d

SJS ’30’ Club 1,: 1k().4.s
7’0 Quiz Grads,
rtiiessit)n(tis

Sparta’s II astehaskets Provide
Outlet for Aspiring Casahamen

Y Sponsors 7 rip

profeaor look

’lo .Nait

ranesseo ,

BOB BERRY
and his orchestra

place has been cleserly de signed and has a Chinese atrnosplate with oriental screens and
lanterns.
Don Lee and Tommy Lew run
the Place. We suggest it as a
spot to tn,s,t aftrr youi next
part.
TOWN(’1.04’k 111F.sTAI-ItA NT
is the hangout 01 peoulle feign all
walks of life To isav it is mica-nth! is to make a int of an under "Momstatement
Mrs. Lovell
and Barbara -Chick" nark who
manage the restaurant assert: "It
has real home atmospheis."
c. STAGNARO DEEP SE.%
FIstilN6 trips are an unusual
pastime fen people who tire of
the prosaic The fIshing corpora non has.. .W of the lines; lishing
trip boats on the Pacific Coast
and pros ides many set
make )our ()mine more enjoy ahl
free bait. free lines. f ee Ice
and ice laix service it% Stal4flarg.
says, -IT’s..she lifts hoy1"
vocoANI"T GROVE 111.1k1.1,
BOOM on the boardwalk is ha’
luring Roddy King’s "Music IC a
Royal Manner."
Budds’s 15 years of esperience
has made his one of thp most
danceable, listenable, and entertinning organizations in its,. area

Sudety gill
CAS DEL RET HOTEL
ORCHESTRA
Santa Cruz

"MUSIC IN A ROYAL MANN

70

PTh

BRENT WILSON
ARTIST MANAGLHENT
SAN FRANCISCO

%

IliakEt.Pf

SAh JC

RESTAURANT

Breakfast

Lunch
Dinner

1390 PACIFIC AVENUE

Forest Pool
NOW OPEN
At Boulder Creek

Stvisnottits9
In fresh
mountain water
out in the open.

A Choice Spot
for Sneak Days

She Looks Sharp
She’s wearing a
Gantner Suit
She bought it
in Santa Cruz

Zan

She’s endorsed by
Sigma Nu
10 Acres of Exquisite Landscaping

Agoihk.
-

Perfect for

Famous

Fraternity

Cuisine

Functions

--()t tit

Fec._,;ng tovely Ronnie Dexter
Beautiful Dining Room and Dance Floor
4 Miles North of Santa Cruz
on the Los Gatos Highway
-

I- Ds KLINK)

TOWN CLOCK

World.

Every Saturday Night

1411 It
RID 4 Wes.

The

sl,r, tt,
. turrnec
SS put heel isne st udents %% ill be
on hand Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
.Student Union to answer ques’iota" about newspaper work and
, practices during the first part
of the second "30- club round
table barbecue,
The free barbecue will begin
at 5 p.m at Peter Burnett junior
high school, according to Glenn
. Brown, "30" club president. Students may sign up for the affair
, in the Daily office.
’
Expected to be on hand for the
roundtable will be former Spartans Bill Regan, Jewel Peyton.
Irene Brennan, Ken Aubineau.
$64 II01.1..R QUESTION:IWes Peyton (lett). Nan Jose NlerWes Peyton, Bob Crabbe. Boyd
rury reporter and alumnae- of the !Ms journalisni department.
Height. Dean llainipson. Ben Hitt,
,.
%%atilt... Diana Meyers. of the Spartan Daily copy dem,.
Lou Caligaris. Bob Barton. Sal
contribution in the le rioh question ho s in the Daily 4.flire.
The questions will be used at the clutes second roundtable on
Milian, Jack Russell, and Jack
Sunday in the student Union when Journalism department alumni Silvey.
’
from the Bay area will gather to :inemer inquiries or current deThe "30’ club also has invited
partment majors on %arious aspects of journalism.
50 past editors of the SPARTAN
DAILY to an open house in the
student newspaper office on the
eitinAriC41
afternoon of Alumni llomecoming, June 9.
The purpose of the affair is to
provide the grads with an tippertu.nity to renew old acquaintances,
and hash over old times
By BILL ITRANCIs
day’s ’;work". There are approxiThey usually are very incon_ mately 500 of these containers now
siscuotes, standinz in doubtful on Reny.. duty and they are purchased at an average cost of 7
near the desk or in the,hased
cents apiece. Due to the unkind
corner. Every room and office on
treatment usually given these lit the egmpus Is adorned with at
tie janitors’ helpers, an average
least ene of them. for without
of 30 replacements are made each
articlis, floors would be lit - year by the.Business Office.
!eyed, professors and students
Just what do these little objects
would have no ever-present "file"
in the corner cough up at the
n d pseudo;basketball
players
end of a day’s work? It takes
siouid have no target at which
those 19 janitors eight hours to
to cast* paper pellets,
collect the deposits, wheel them
There is no mistaking this arlarge
collection
cardboard
tale: it is the unassuming yet boxes to the incinerator, where
necessary
WASTEBASKET. they are burned. The staggering
What gioes a wastebasket do for total of over 500 pounds of paper
S411 JCS(’ State college? For pro- is burned each day, and cone. lessors it affords an opportunity from those little containers in
I) threaten students with a "fate the corner,
worse than death" for papers not
Those little baskets will con meeting average
requirements. tinue to take your abuse and your.
Tossirig a student’s proud work refuse, -but the next time you’
into the little container in the drop anything into the "hem of:
comer s a pride-crushing, heart- the classroom." stop and ponder
breaking experience. It is in this the story you are helping to con- ,
rase that the wastebasket as- tinue, "The Saga .of the Slops’
slimes the visage of an ogre.
. chute."
For students, the basket affords
a final resting place for sly notes
Passed to friends during classsheets of paper that contain
r
naught- but doodling which the
In keeping with the church visito he industrious
note-tzar-: a pile ot exploration tatinn program currently twin-:
n (As, tl
;mot pist happened conducted by the Student Y. a
to drst;
or original group will visit Dr. Howard Thor draft of an ..7,111 or just a recep- man’s Fellowship church in San!
tack a-, w’lich he cnn demonstrate Francisco Sunday. according
tvt
his shot -making ability to the Janet Wilson, visitation
girls or atletieally minded fellows man.
The trip is open to all int. ,
sitting around him.
For 19 janitors on Washington ested students. The group
Square it means a job. because leave the Student Y, 212 S Se
these wastebaskets require about enth street, at W30 Sunday rn
eight hours of collecting and ning. The only charge is Sl
dumping to be ready for the next for transpnrtation.
---

.4’1%111 Vs huh 1
19.11
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Sill Op
At the leach
109 CLIFF STREET

_

Opposite Casa del Ref

A

Five Campus Duos Herald

Open-Street Hop
set for Tuesda:
1)1 to lloq %Sit

Romantic knnotmcements
ut. San Mateo and Paul W. 01.; n of San Francisco. No date has
or ’
-; et for the Pdding.

t1,.

Zeta sorority sisters
Lou Pellegrini learned
H1
betrothal- to Gordon Seese
iecent meeting of I he group
A junior biological science major
Irom San Jose, Thea is a gradiiata of Los Gatos high school.
* Tin bride elect is also a grad oat, of St. Joseph’s academy in
Sacramento, and a member of
Spartan Spears on this campus.
’11;e couple look forward to an
..-ly Fall wedding.
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the tarifa Saguia Gam
I.. undo hawd aerl a yortio
..
orout. 1,, al ’41111111, Vol,
F j I or kl(1...W1 and
"arta Cho Mars Boamistelo. soon
C
deal
topous houses are
planned l.
seseral of Ille
ang
.
tad
Pi

"365"

of
evening
an
I lighughting
a ling formals, military dress,
.oral soft music, will be the crowning ad a San Jose coed a. Q.’ .n
i,1 the fourth annual Military Hall
Iola tometlit at the Sainte
hotel.
PTIIP% Whisk Ihr MI11.11e %% Ill he
.I.or I. I Isher’ ore hest ra o hich
h..
plas.11 at the %lark How
Iliatielltoon loir F ore,. hose,
All 1 Moffett field. Slenalwros of
the mar and their dates oill
rows dancing from 9 p.m. to
I a.m. in the Empire Toon%
contest
finalists N
1,41
n
hear It,’ etioire of the Silver Sal..
h. which girl o ill tu
1-I, s ii Is
the honor of relVTIIIIK
I o% sr ill’ Ball as their fourth an-

I ’nest

"..‘,..dent Hangout and
Restaurant

Featuring
LEIGH HUNT’S Orchestra
AL STUDINT LUNCH
SERVED DAILY

win1

365 Julian St.

ill

t

will

Chinese Dinners
2.50 for 2 or 3
CY 3.7739’

a gift your stomach
remember
.

1’21 E. JACKSON ST.

Jolly Mandell, Mat y Ann Weisbust. Barbara Burgess, Joan Conway, Carolyn King and Cathy
Proud. Also to be selected from
this group will he the Queen’s
tyyii attendants
Motored guests at the Ball
5’. III he Captain Marino:led sr..
medical officer oot the
1 s
11:11..1 I
air stahi,,n on Nlooffrtt
. %Willi- Lantz.
field, and
Commanding off.rer, second ha -

Closed Monday

UPSTAIRS

Graduates 1. 4, Ite Feted
By Gamma Phi Ileta’s
During Sunday Brunch
Fifteen seniugg will be honored
at a breakfast on Sunday. June
.
3 at 11 o’clock by the women ol
GaMnut Phi Beta
Rickey’s Studio (tub in Palo Alto has been
chosen as site for the annual
farewell fete, according to Beth
Calvin, publicity director for the
sorority.

if net."
tall.
’ :""t inran"?
Reserve Corps. an atew.
Patrons and patronesses for the
Mrs.
and
are
Colonel
anal’.
James Ilea I.t Colonel and Mrs.
Thomas Ley, I.t Colonel and Mrs
Harold Bowman Jr, 1.1. Colonel
and Mrs. Howard Brown, and Lt.
I
;II f chach.
mil N1 I

Ph y Ilk Thorn, president of
Bela Theta chapter oill act as
mistress of eery
les. Among
the honored guests nal he Nliss
Deleon Dinamiek; Mrs, Oella
Pritchard.
Mho&
Stunt.
.%1V:i
ail
i adviser for the groin);
%Irs. Nita B. Powers, house
mother; and Mrs. 1/..loores Spurgeon, faculty adsiser

_

Wesson, Ball
IsTimterrow

;..
I .
rheta Xi
u ill sponsor its twirl h annual
10.....an
Time
Ball
Saturday
night. from 9 to 1
The newlySiitivetnr rnomentos will be pieoimood ourro..r house at 1955 The sonted to the seniors, with a cup
1;inteda wilt is site for the hop.
going to the girl chosen "Gamma
Dick Cresta and his orchestra
Phi of the Year.- Miss Marian
%sill piss tor the %Ville- formal
‘;11’’, ;II’. trul
Bell. %%inner 01 last
tete. Store I han ill collpie. a re
\\ill I11-1 lo Ti,.- ,-tip
rlweleol to attend. Sian Nal’
Graalstates to he honored inCh1111, social affairs rha:rman, Is
clude Alive Kent Reigns, RysIn charge .of arrangetwents.
er’s Busch, Dorothy Edinger,
Saw Gillespie, Joan Dale, S iras ill
I *Nnra
consist
ginia Jones. .1111.4*
Do-u ii:1111:1 mints. Walores MacDonald, If:orlon M
rhol/ said. Advisers for the elf shirle3
Meyer. Nlarpirie
inc-ude Sir and Mrs.
lair
Morse. Florence Muss.. loony
Lonell C Pratt. Major and Mrs.
Periera,
Dena
Robert f)
smith,
Agers. and Mr. and
and
Mu’. rtionia.
%large Herndon.
Egan

ot

Get that EXTRA measure
of pleasure in out

JUST ARRIVED!

very

special
RELAX’ Relax in
%ha-lt are ken’ at
r .von on terrific

1’
V

2"

ARROW

’style! . . . cool, comfortable Haw,.,iian

If ,/,/..

hoot
11,,,roks to

Thomas Blake through the "chocolate" medium.
A
fall
wedding
Is
being
planned by the couple. The bride
efret k the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. C. J. Olsen of thin city.
A graduate of Notre Dame h!gh
srh000l, she Is a freshman tipetsh
and drama major an campus.
The future benedict is the son
of Mrs. Frank Blake and the late
Frank Blake of Santa Clara. A
member of Pi Delta Kappa fraternity, he is an alumnus of Bellarmine College Preparatory. FL?
attended SJSC, and is at the
present time employed in Sailta
Clara.

"Dl WAY"

loo,orlablr
n, -s,

111 port, Ahart
fit 11111.11 rodbor.

Ilelen Mignon
Feted by Faculty

MiSs

o tos and eetra large sizes1

medium.

Capes or closed it loot, vnart
bongs you perfect collar coefort.

The Store

N &MSS
79 SOUTH FIRST STREET

ini
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1*3
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.to
ha

Colored Oxfords
White Broadcloth

That Quality

4.54.5A

Built

dSWillianis
cNkst Stieet.
e.Q7- 933 SOO/

SI

Ye

II

A

surprise progressive dinner
with the presentation
of a wrist watch for her 38 y’ears
of service to the college Home
Economics
department
honored
Miss Helen Mignon last ueek.
Occasion was the golden anniverstay ol her graduation from San
Jose normal school.

ellmaSed

Appetizers were at the home
of %Hs. Anna Lou Lime in Saratoga.
There Miss Martha F.
Th
as. as mist ress of coreeeeee Wes. presented the honoree
oith as button hos of her non
design contar.iing indiyadually
%% rapped buttons :accompanied
los an original verse.
The buttons will be added to
Miss Mignon’s collection.
The honie of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Wendt on Penitencia Creek
was the scene of the main course.
Surprise gift there was a basket
of traveling gifts for Miss Mignon’s use on her cross-country
Jour this summer.
Place
cards
were
miniature
suitcases with Greyhounds to car.
ry out the travel theme.
Following dessert at the San
Joao h
of
Dr. Margaret
Jones and Mis, PauLne I4nch.
Mks
Mignon
ass.
p.esented
with the orist %%Meth.
Guest list was comprised of 1110
Home E-:onomies faculty. Those
at tending
were
Misses
Maud.’
Ashe, Gladys Baird, Jane Beat Ire, Josce Bolton, Loze, Lynch
Nevenzel. Thomas. and Mignon.
Mesdames H. B. Greenwood and
Wendt: and Dr. Jones

prices everyone can afford: washable
patterns selection . . . small,

Si

At

the tills. are. Alice I

RESTAURANT
For

The traditional five -pound box
of chocolate goodie.% was passed
Monday night heralding the engagement of Jean Poage to Ron!
ald raison.
Jeanie, a sophomore education major, is a member of
lianima Phi Retie. and Delta
Phi Upsilon, national honorary I
She is
Edowation Ira tern is.
the daughter or Mrs. PAWN rd
’
A. Panage iit San Mateo.
Ron. also a sophomore, is ma- .
joring in Civil Engineering at the
University of California.
He is
the son of Mrs. Walter Krattler

Silver Saber Soeiet\ Sets
Military Ball for Tonight

BERTI’S
/01e stiewst and

Peage-Olsoli

(,NTF.ST FINALISTS pictured front left to right are:
45 t.E,
%lace itr01.4 III, Barbara Burgess, .11111111 II ’mous. Joids
I weling In front. Mar) %nom %% Asian’s,. No.t pictured ar, I arolsn
h ind tool t oaths Prowl One of these girls ssill hr crooned 11,1,111
Militar3 Ball tonight. (Erlday
the
photo by Armstrong

Every
FRIDAY and
SATURDAY

.00

Olsen-Blake

DANCING

Sof

Id-EII1S011

Thelma Gould and her fiance
Iiae announced wedding plans for
.June 30. An afternoon ceremony
in the Trinity Episcopal church is
being set tor the young San Jose
State couple.
The bride-elect is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William E.
(Muhl of Campbell. A graduate
of Campbell Unian High School.
Thelma is at the present time
president of Pratt Hall. She is
a past president of Chi EpsPon
The Gamma Phi Beta house
society, Trinity Episcopal youth
I was the scene recently for angroup.
nouncement of the engagement
Ellison is the son of Mrs. C.R.
of Diana Spence and Donald Miller, Lieuteant Commander in the Weisz of San Francisco. He was
graduated from schools in Sioux
United States Navy.
City, Iowa, and attended the UniDiana is the daughter of Mr.
%ersity of Kansas prior to his San
and Mrs. %Vatter Brook of CarJose State admittance. The fumel, and is a graduating senior
ture benedkt is now employed loal San Jose State, Don ls a
cally.
graduate of the United Slates
Naval Academy at Annapolis.
The wedding date has been set
for June 30 in Carmel. The coupThe Les Amies Club recently
le will make their home in Wash- was scene of a romantic aninton D.C. where the future tfride- nouncement by Charlese Olsen as
groom is stationed.
she revealed her engagement to

Its -.tr.. I

to

I

-Agnoclikiromts
\VAU_PAPU C41
112 S. FIRST STREET

o
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’Pushcart Relays
. Qu2en and Court Theta Chis to Celebrate
To, Be Announced Third Anniversary Sun.

4
. .

Lambdi
their bulging cycualls Oil coast
for a glide to the Saratoga Foca1
. hill’s club tomorrow night .. It’s
the end of the trail for the frustrated judges of the Pusheart Relay Queen contest, with the Coronation Ball set for 9 p.m
~to-slants remain in the
race, it ill’ t !tree of the campus
beantie. slated to garner croons
as official "Queen and Court" of
the June t relays. Pete
and his Rhithmaires hill pros id,’ lllll siva! liackdroop tor the
big i’s cuing.
Gilts will be presented to the
finalists, with a gilt term:
ix
, crown and of her honors going to
the reigning lovely, according to
:William Francis, chief prompter
in charge if
Contestants for the competition hate been backed hi Cam’I DE PI
PI la ilhl II DL
tIZ I.. during the Lambda Chi
I hill 114. I urelislitql to) three of the abote finalists in
Rolays on J
pu. organization., with finat
the Visheart Queen contest. From left to right, tho gals are: Cora
lettIon being made hy t he hi .t
Marlene
Nystrom.
Jean %%olford, Dale Sehumacher, Cath) , fraternity, Criteria tor eliminaPerez
Perez, Jean 1Vollord, Dale Schumacher, Cath) Proud, and Carol
tion has been based on person%%arm r.
photo, lit Zimmerman
’no’s’.
ality, %%holes’
and general appearance, according to Jack Ship... general chair. man for the annual Pushcart
Relay’s.
Awaiting tomoriow night’s do cision are the finalists: Jean %Vol I ford of Delta Gamma: Cora Pere/,
V.011
10
’Intl sis- Alpha Chi Omega; D a Ii’ Schu.J114.
I
macher, Kappa Kappa Gamma.
Sunday at the Hotel Saint"
Canal Warner, Alpha Phi: Call.)
.’%Ward,. of the esening tient
Claire the local .chapter of Sigma Ii. Marlyn Caster, president ot
r o u d, representing Phi Sigma
Kappa will add the names of 26 the pledge class, it ho non th
Kappa; and Marlene Nyst rom
initfate0O the soPority roster, ac- scholarship attars!, and to I...
representing Chi Pi Sigma,
cordity. to Sue ’Bybee, publicity terta Raley, named initstandin.
ctihIrjr
for her activities.
The new initoites
tit.tes to. .the group include
Ingrid Anderson, Shirley Austin. nor Anderson. Alice
Carol. Babcock, Vera Bishop, Bet- lyn Castor. Rita DAT....
c!,
ty Cannon, Norma Carder, Nancy- Dewey, June Harris, Cc, .
ann. Curtis, Phyllis Filben, Shir- Christen. Jo Dee IlialberSkin
I
Furtado. Dulce Grigg. Enid Audrey Hilm, Virginia Gust rap,
liarte,tleverly H.ays. Joan Koenig, Carol Hill, Darlene Clayton, Jean
Joan Luken, Shirley Lynch, Bar- !.otts, Joan Pracna, Beverly Ridbara Neils. Janet Phillips, Francis enour, Joycelyn Shor t, Laverta
Raban US. Rosemary Richardson, Raley. Marilytr Swenson, Aliri
Roma Rae Riter, Beverly Rogacs, Primm. Barbara Robinson, Mar,
Ann Shaw, Marty Schroeder. Mary s;ousa. Audrey Powers, Shit
Stone, Donna Wegner, and Joyce Wilson, L.0 NVeaver, Kathleen
Scott, Barbara Strout. and
Yes1.1rBartlett.
sillier crested rings %%ill be
pie.ended to the big sisters of
the’ ilftlatf:s during it "Ship it reel," part) set for Monday
afternoon at the chapter house.
(liapter members and their
dates will gather for an all -day
outing tomorrow at Chateau
Gus Tilantotillos ’S as iiajit&’il
Pooteisey. A day of shimming
president of the Alpha Gamma art
is ill be climaxed hy the group’.
club recently, outgoing Publicity:
annorl spring hop, Miss By Isee
Head Ken Shimasaki, announced
said.
today. Marilyn Collins has been
elected vice president of t he or- ,
ganizat ion.
Other new leader.
Formal initiation rites were
held at the Alpha Chi Omega Shirley Hubbard, secretars; Rob
house Sunday for 27 pledges to Pettit, treasurer; Dean
the Gamma Eta chapter.
The ZIP and Peter Iiirolami, publicity
beaming new actives were feted chairmen: and Lorraine sig.
that evening at a formal banquet. noirotti, parliamentarian.

Sororities Initiate Pledges:
Banquets and Awards Follow
Kappa

Theta Chi’s will celebrate Own - Medium tor the I.rerAorl... is ill
third animursaiy on campus Itio. he an all -day outing at %dodoweekend is ith a duo oil soaal ’ Creel. lodge, in lais Alto. More
es (Ills set to light up tb,
ii tit I - than la inestitiers and alumni
110,N 50c151 calendar, a..,:d.iL 10 is it h their dates are cpa led to
frolic through an afternoon Anil
Nlar. Braunstein.
t
i’s "fling of sit’ tttttt ing, lomais and
dinner-ditneing. Heading plans
The lassn II the tiammi Xi
for the IN’t 41%6.11 is Ron
chapter house, 113 South Ilth
cluti affair. chairman. President
street, Saturday is ill he
ol
ka) 1 wave tuill prt,ida oot er the
Iii,’ first annual Nlother*s and
:minter...lir) ceremonies
son’. luncheon. Slated to .iart
at 111
, tin fete ssill
.1 I
kiwis to :IN I
bliffrt luncheon for :ippiositi. Ganlm: Ni
mately In
then. and their
.1
Theta ( hi offspring.
P4S.
_
Sunday Ilse local chapier oill
telebrato its third anniiersari
fraternity.
as a 11:4f1.011411

T oa
,hch,

WITT’S

Ray Semitone
Becomes a Dad
A aec sow tanettc
:ainptm picture May 19 as a s.
11’ pound baby girl was born to Mr
and Mrs. Ray 5:enffone oof 7.84 Bird
’avenue -The fututv SJS eiwc1 ha"
4 rCi
been named Sandra Fla,
not ’s hospital iii Siill
,14.11y Of the
ent
-1.atia. "Wolf
is a grado
ating senior oon campus, an eleo
tronit engineering majoor.
It.
serif** a. %ice president ool Noe
hair I .111;;, solliet
111.111 of the San .lic.e .1 it.’ col lecl branch of the Institute oot
Radio Engineer..

BEAUTY SALON
FRESHEN UP FOR SPRING
w:th a

,

Bright
New
Hair Tint
by
Prize -

uwor

Winning
Cosmetologists
Permanents $500 up 21 W. SAN CARLOS

CY 2.170

p.

1111111111011111111111MI

Do..-

,,thy

Gus Triantofillos
Named President

Alpha Chi Omega

VILLA FELICE
Open Every Night
Known universally for its delicious, tempting
Continental Dishes served in an
old. world atmosphere.

Dinner Dancing
Saturday Night to the

- Sfarberi bitty rosiag the.. is
roiled:0as music in our
Hander’s Dan by or
unique player p:anci

COTTONS

in Puce.

V.V.% hi II%

to 15.

$14.98

I MILE NORTH OF LOS GATOS
ON THE WINCHESTER ROAD

LOOK FOR THE GATE!

the fashion for summer

arokit I,141.
,isol*
III, Al%
cfl-jo
-Is
bolero
plus
dre-sitter. baretop
icaliii.,1
oh* oil oh, 611111.1111 all. i I
piCill.11% . . .
(Aston -how sponsored lit {Lot’s pro
in line ANk

bee.1111,41 II

Ilare.

I ahion

enter

"Rd i

Spartan Gold Squad Beats
In SaIS Pentathlon Competition
Whites 22-13 in ASB Bowl

1,01,1)N Eros% e llaiiitains Lead

mug a 9.6 century and high
ping 6 It. I in. In his first
J
e%ent the sprinter thren the
shot put 35 It. 6 in. Ite hold% the
pentathlon record of In points
Marnhich he set in 1919.
lin %ton the contest last year.

ir
k
Hobby I
the San .1fr..e State IF.On.,.
of a 22
%II t,1
,
,I hli,ri’III.
Ile ,
jorrip natio
I,/ d lad) to. Ken La Ian.,
vidai high turns,.
It
r
and rmw ti .
11,MPO1 .
,ft
.1
. om:!, to Urtitti- . :170 ’Today
in the
isitforryi
IA
.1.
’,Id ..t

I

it ital.is Pole
in the
319 r
with
Priddy
1:111
Jim (1111.spie who
t..p.-c. fp I tsvo dip),
7111 points

t hall

l’iakir-a

1,111,1"

:
II,
.

II.,

.Le.

1.3,/,11

III. l’.I11,11

Ur.%

/1,1/11
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It

It.’If

4,

jiings it

le take

the

f
.terday.
tor. and

1.1

in

tairtlial
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,,it,

11
it ti

hi

The only meet left on the Spartan varsity schedule except the
Compton Invitational is the big
NCAA trackfest in Seattle Wash.,
slated for June 15 and 16 Coach
Bud W’int, r hopes the pentathkin
will keep tta- (hire-lads in id-tapir... thi N(*AA nw-i-t The last reg
meet tile Weal% irticapated in
cs
st a, t
Modesto vRlaywher,
points Three
the,. 1;ainered
the tracksters have been ite
%stet! to compete in the Compton
noet cal Jtow I They are tferrti
Crre..

r1111

Vacation Days are here

It’s Different

18 Holes 25e
Located ’

Mile South of Mt. View on El Camino lt,,a1

cpattan garden4
to the music of

DALE RENNIE
end his Combo

ITALIAN FOODS

PIZZA
!3

Ili

"I’ ’.1(11.7’s

Friday, May 25, 1951

1/.4111.1

Sausage

Chei,se

SANDWICHES
Italian Sausage
Italian Salami
Boiled Ham

CY 5-9802
(Out Julian, Near Bayshore

1 BICYCLE RACING

’Spring Bowl’ Halftime
thaturt144 SJS Gymnasts
I

Members of the Spartan gymnastic team kept the fans enterduring the half-time period at !ast night’s ASS Spring Bowl
football game.
Russ Rabeneau and Norm Hirshman performed with a hand balancing act and Don Peckham and Ron Ryan performed on the trampoline.
tained

featuring Mark
A comedy act
. Hildebrand and gal friend Norm
Ifirshman conclufted the gymnast’s act.
Russ Whitman. Sigma Alph ,
Epsilon fraternity representativ,
accep:ed the trophy for the hp
Spril.
the
poster ’publicizing
t) (dose ,411141111
Bowl.
Don Laclergue. Phi Li
Coaeh Walt McPherson and his silon KaPPa BPW1 chairman. ma.i
’long San Jose State college golf the presentation.
The 12th Naval- District band,
. am attempt to close their 1951
..edule on a note of triumph to- directed by Chief Musician George
C. Lockwood. supplied the musical
v alien this host the University
Santa Clara squad on the San accompaniment to the cheers
the Spartan gals and guys in r
COOrn rs eltnI tours.. this atstands.
noon.
Thg Spartans is ill I,. ti-sing for . The rooting was sparked by
iepriat link performance today,’ variety of aspiring song girls and
earlier this season they defeat- by male and female yell leaders.
the Broncos by a
margin tin the La Rincotia.i.,

SJS Coffers

the San Jose St..
Ia. six Spartan golfers
:.an a list of seven: Ken Venturi.
Hopkins, Bill King, Dominic.
i’agano. Ernie King. Lee Osborne..
:old Wally Regan
Wednesday afternoon Coach McPhirson’s
Spartans chalked up.
their tenth win in twelve matches,
with a 24-3 victory over the San,
Francisco Olympic club af the!
1.akeside course.

Three Net Tests,
On Tag) Today 1
ROSS v.tll meet Jim. Council
Ibis morning in the consolation di -1
.eurin of the Chet flulwa
tenMs tournament as the.
iiiiirney goes into its fourth day. I
In other matches Don Miller Will I
meet Bob Pellet. Joan Gettleson’
a ill meet Ifezzie Moore in the Novice division.
In yesterday’s matching% Joan
chamber won by default from
Ralph Payne Sig Ross defeated,
Nagureda. Torn Castaldo defeated Ted Mumby and Fred Boldlog ther lost to Ilhin Straub. Don
’ilier won by default from Bill
Walker and Bob Pellet downed
Stan Chun. Jim Council defeated
Dan NIellierson and Jack Hensel ,iii lost
In default to Bob Nich!,

,
Lambda Chis Lead
IFC League Clubs

Lambda Chi Alpha will meet the
Kern County Moonshiners for the
SJS bora-mural crown unless the.
LCAs loose to Delta Upsilon Monday and the Delta Sigma Gam miss win over the Pi Kappa Alphas.’
The tarrdirla ChEi’ now lead the’
Inter -fraternity league with 10
wins and 1 191cs, Sybil’ the press -4
ing DSGs have 9 wits and 2 losses.!
A game is scheduled today between Theta Chi and Delta Upsilon
at Grant field at 5:13 p.m. since
the two teams did not play Wednesday. The outcome of this game.
will not affect the league leaders,
however.
The single play-off game for the’
Intra-mural championship will
take piaci. Tn. sday. May 29
Present IF(’ league standings7
%V
I.
Lambda Chi Alpha
10
1
Delta Sigma Gamma
9
Kappa Alpha
S
9
Alpha Tau Omeea
7
5
7
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
5
Phi Sigma Kappa
6
4
Chi
6
Sigma
Nu
5
5
Uelta 17listion
3
5
Pi Kappa Alpha
2
Shallil
Delta

Theta

Sigma Phi
Xi

2
1

II
9

FORE!

THE MOST EXCifING SPORT
IN AMERICA TODAY

1

If you hove a bad heart,
please don’t come out!

SAN JOSE VELODRnME
Ceside the San

Jose Speedway

TULLY ROAD. OFF KING

Coach Bob Bronzan expressed
"cautious satisfaction" with the
performance of his prospective
1951 San Jose State college football team after watching the Gold
team defeat the White team by
a 22-13 score last night in the
ASB Spring Bowl.
The Gold gridiron eleven.
barked by a superior female
rooting section, ga:ned the hard
fought victory through the performance of standout offensise
and defensive line play.
Coach Bronzan praised the line,backing job on both teams. Sin.

.11 yet Bri)ttetps

EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT
SPILLS
THRILLS
CHILLS

Lines Praised
By BILL GOSSETT

types)

Anchovi

1347 McKee Road

Score Ts4 we;

Daily Report on Spartan Athletics

e
rm
ri ng

DANCING

FRIDAY NITE

Amaral. Sykes

0

Try GOLFETTE
Its Fun

ft1411allft

,

ATTENTION
GOLFERS
Monthly Rate Cards
are now available
with ASB Card.

Only $4.00
Any day of the week

HILLVIEW
GOLF COURSE
TULLY ROAD

except Saturday.
Sunday and Holidays.
CYpress 54550

’

COACH

BOB BRONZAN "

gled out for their wi,trk, were Bill
Krebs, Dale S,umens.....ana
Carhart of the Golds and Diek
Floridelie.
Bruce
HalladasK . and
Dempsey Farrier of the Whites.
The ,hara charging. Go/A.defensive front wall initiated the scoring in the first quarter.
k:rid
George DelBuono and linehacket
Bill Krebs blocked Russ Phillips
attempted punt on the White 19yard line and the ball rolled out
of the end zone to mark up two
points for the Gold cause.
In the second ’warier. the
Whites jumped Into a brief
lead :is fullback Bob Sykes
Plunged one yard for a White
tally. Gold end Job Jurgensen
blocked quart ,,rb.ick John
aril’s attemp!e.I conversion and
It!, ...eiteehoard reit
is the
Whites favor.
The Golds soon regained a lead
as
quarterback
Dick
lianison
c.impleted a pass to end Britt
I fughes which was good for 36
yards and a touchdoWn. !fallback
Gihhy
Mendonsa
Ii
convei-ted
make the score: Gold 9. White 6,
Another Gold six -pointer was
chalked in the third q,:arter as
fullback Bob Amaral darted nine
y ants through the line to the
end zone to climax a 50-yard
Quarterback Jerry Hand In attenq,:ed to run over th,,,
..inversion but failed. Scoreboard:
ii IS, White G.
Gold
e,nrItttIrd their
....ring tor the evening in the
fourth
quarter
114
alrialld
.ime.lted for tui. yards ,ind his
second touchubovn
entIonsas
ciriinvr
on
Was
Score11111a ril:
22. %I hit.’ 6.
Fullback Sykes lallie I his se, .
find touchdown for the Wh,,.,
eau.se on a beautiful. wvavin
said run. and Gerard cons,
to end the night’s scoring.
were
Gold 22. IA
11

Bobbie

11.1,1111

Giorine’d

schaefei -S:niniern
rector of the Institute of ArtBerkeley. a:11 speak,
in the Little Theatet Thursday’
t
a.m.. according to Miss.
Clara Bianchi. Ai,
dmxtrtment.
secretary.
/lent-)

Spartan Golfers Beam withi Pride

Friday, May ?.5. 1931
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Three

11

Stars

Oval

Travel to Compton
By BORIS STANKEVICH

I I )1.1.E61ATE CHA31PSrictured :those ssith assard sson at the
Northern California Collegiate Golf tournament are: left to right,
Jerry ’room, SJS athletic manager, holding cup %ton by Cliff McCormick: Stan Stancoff, Joe’ Zakarian, lien Venturi, 1.Varren McCarty, and Coach 1Viiit McPherson, holding Dick King’s Huard.
photo by Stone

Local Golfers
Receive NCI
Trophy Cups

Baseball Nine Finishes
Year with 10-17 Record
By HAL BORCHERT
With thoughts of better season,
to come, the Spartan baseball
nine has hung up their spikes.
after a rather Mediocre 1951 campaign in which they won 10 and
lost 17 games. .
Despite the lopsidedness of the
won -lost column. the Spartans
fielded a fine team which improved game by game and ended
the season with a rush, winning
r.e.en of their last 12 games.
The Spartans opened the season against the Stanford Indians and lost a heartbreaker
to the Palo Alto scalpers 1-0.
The close encounter gave Washington Square great expectathins which were furthered in
the nest game cc hen the Spar
tans dumped a good Camp Pendleton’ Marine team 6-3. The
roof fell in the next contest
as the Stanford Indians took ’
batting practice on the Sunken
diamond against the Spartan
chnekers. Final score was 13-1,
The Meals lost to the Unit.
sity of San Francisco and the
came up with twin wins ov,
Bank of America and Santa Barbara. Fresno State sent the Spartans on a 10-game losing streak
late in March when they downed
thci locals twice in the Raisin
City.
Santa Clara was the oasis in
t he desert for the win -thirsty !
Spartans as they snapped their
losing streak against the Bron.,
behird the three-hit pitching
Glenn Davis, the locals won 3-0.
They won the next three in
a row and then had the misfortune to have te Fresno Bulldogs
come
to
toun, Score was
6-0 1411 Fresno pitcher Don Barnett threw a brilliant one hitter.
Last year the locals ended the
seasOn with a 12 won and 17 lost
record.
Scores
SJS 0 Stanford
1
5 1
" 6 Camp Pendleton
" 1 Stanford
1 7
" 5 ITSF
" 10 Bank of America
" 11 Santa Barkt,4
" 3 Fresno St ,

Quick, Courteous
Service

"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"

O
5
2
7

Fresno State
Arizona
Arizona
Sacramento St.

1

COP

2
5
O
6
3
6
5
12
0
8
2
6
4
4
3

COP
USF
S.J. Red Sox
Stanford
Santa Clara
COP
COP
Santa Barbara
Fresno St.
Alameda Coast
Sacramento St.
Sacramento St.
California
USE.’
Santa Clara

7
9
9
11
3
4
14
8
7
0
’
4
8
6
Guard 6
4
2
3
6

12

with this ad, and one paid round.
18 HOLES OF PITCH AND PUTT
AND DRIVING RANGE

OPEN EVERY DAY
AND NIGHT

Peninsula Golf Fairways
On the Ei Camino in Mt. View

Santa Clara Street at nth

,:’144144
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BRIDGEMAN’S
Recreation Center

rnosphere that envelopes BRIDGE
MANS. TIt fully gu.ppeol ba;;.4 room aad the spotless eel*
’ 4dd so44,1 hoe, sI IniirCon

16 Brunswick Alleys
Complete Fountain
Service
Modern Billiard Room
Private Club Room
Free Parking Area

375 W. Santa Clara
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SPEARS Fine Food
I’d I. SAN FERNANDO
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DOWNTOWN
The Alemiede at Hester

CY-3-3616

\1111

CALIFORNIA

345 S. 1st
CY 3-7007

-RACHEL AND THE STRANGER"
Also

"ABBOTT I COSTELLO MEET THE
INVISIBLE MAN"

"LONG NIGHT ’

Also "THE GHOST ’CHASERS -

STUDIO’

Islet San
CV

ONLY THE VALIANT"
With
Gregory Pad. iarbar Payton

CREST

FATHER S LITTLE DIVIDEND
...moo
ARRIET CRAIG -

64 S. 2nd St.’
CY 5-9893i

"" "rs’ JOSE

El PASQ
Also-BRANDED

STATE

4005. Ist Ss]
CY 4-00831

GAY

CV 5 9979

263 S. 1st St
CY 3-1953
"UP FRONT’

NATIVE BRIDE
Also
"AGE LOVE
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PADRE

THAT MIDNIGHT KISS’
Also Mario Lnse in
’TOAST OF NEW ORLEANS’

NEIGJIIIORWOOD

I

modern inferior and the .clean et

Sfarfile 2)rive -Si
RESTAURANT
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’MAN FRO- M PLANET X

It’s

Mal tos ss ill Is, d.-t.ceeiIng I14 ft 3 in mark in the Compt-n:
he ht,I1’
meet l’hus far thes
god,’ over 14 It 1 in and 11.9
done 14 ft 5 in. lie cleared 14 1
feet 10 times last )eat and is 1

sem%

God Clubs end Egu,ornept
Used and Practice Balls

it simply because of the stir. -

at the

Glenn -Tiny" Hartranft. SJS
;director of 1tysical education,
presented six members of the
Spartan golf team with trophy
, cups which they won at the
1 Northern California Intercollegiate golf tournament at Pasatiempo earlier this season.
Ken Venturi, who is only a
sophomore, won the championship
flight of the NCI by defeating
Stanford’s Roland Conklin.
The special senior (light was won
by Warren McCarty, who topped
a fellow Spartan Joe Zakarian,
ss ho was awarded the trophy for
runner-up in the st....eial flight.
Cliff McCormick, cc ho has since
4, dropped from school. gained I.
_
I honors in the second flight. Di,
i
’
!King was runner-up in the flight
I Stan Stancuff was runner-up in

ATTENTION GOLFERS
FREE one round of pitch and putt

Crime, %c hi. runs the sprints
for Spartan Coach Bud Winter.
he
heern Ins ited to rues thtqua rter mile at Compton.
is an e-(omptonite .r net ran
the quarter for the la r I elm In
his junior college days. This
yard dash lute, under 411 see y ear he h;s galloped the 14.1
onds in re -la) laps and has been
1
d it e,II In the. cent firs .

the third flight of the NCI,
mg vaulters in the oin 1,1. Matt..
The awards were given by the, tied for second in the Niihau II ’
Northern California Golfers’ as-LCollegiate and- national Amatt ir
I Athletic Union
sociation.

TOWNE

Why is it that most State
dents bowl at IIRIDGEMANS/ It

DON’T FORGET OUR
DELICIOUS
HOME-MADE PIES

Three Spartan spikesters have
wen invited to participate in Th..
-lassie Compton Invitational
Irackfest June 1. at Compton,
Calif.
High Jumper Herm Wyatt,
Sprinter Bobby Croup, and Pole
tI aulter George Matto. arc’
ed to run in the meet. VS)att
and Math)s will he defending
their own meet retort,s against
some of the hottest competition
in the world.
Wyatt, cc ho holds the Compton
’.’cord at 6 ft. 5 in., unofficiali,
broke his own record of 6 ft W..
,n. by hopping 6 ft. 7 in on his
fourth jump at the Universit:,
I of California meet this year.
Later in the season he had a
bit of had luck when he injured
I a knee in gym class and had to

or at
la
oft high r
in
three ueeks
But his knee
apparent!) complete!) healed 1
heip;,
demonstrated this by
fuer 6 ft. 6 in in the San .1,
Slate college Pentathlon Toesde.
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Witloo GIn
CY 3 9669
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THE BIG CAT
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T 0 Six

First prize in the Spar -Ten membership drive was won by Delta l

Six June graduates of San Jose

college have been offered
Upsilon fraternity for selling 81 memberships. according to Bill Hub-iState
positions on the training program
of
cornon
the
Spar-Ten
bard, athletic director and representative
The Emporium in San Franterse, according to Dr. Milburn D.
i Wright, proressor of commerce.
organizations, the DU’s receive al
Positions were awarded on the
:1,3iiii 1.1.
basis of interviews conducted by
is II, ii ii
Ifelen Graham, personnel mans iII
ger, late in April.
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The six girls offered positions
are Janice Wolff, Darieen Helin,
1...e.
end his band will present Pat Turner, Charleen ( ’ h w,
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and
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!ARON ON CAMPUS

SYLVIA /EAMES
LONGWOOD
COLLEGE
II 151

Employment oppoi t unities for,
laboratory technicians ore on the.
i
increase -especially for men -- lic’’I
cording to Dr. Wilbur H. Swanson.’
associate professor of bacteriology.
Since the laboratory technician
program was launched at San Jose
State college, those who have suecessfully completed tr.g course
have had no difficulty in securing
employment. Dr. Swanson said.
Due to an arrangement with San
Francisco’s Letterman General
hospital whereby students spend
the fourth year of their training
at the hospital, many graduates
are presently employed by bay
area hospitalc.
Recently the field of iimplo
meot has been broadeiral by a,
mantis for laboratory technician,
in industry and in state, city and
county health offices. More mei,
are needed in this field, Dr. Swe.
;on pointed out, particularly
potential directors of laboraton.
or health services.
According to Dr. Carl Duncie
head of the Natural Science department, there has been a polio: lar misconception that women hail
bet ter employment Nal. unities

Home Delivery
Clzincle

CY 2-8772

..,
than men in the laboratory technician Heid"Nothing could be further from
the truth," Dr. Duncan said. "At
present, the demand for male lab
techniciansespecially in Indust ryis so great that we can’t hope
to meet it with the students yin rently enrolled in the program."

THE FINEST
OF FLOWERS
and they cost no more
when yo,a buy them

rci its
FAMOUS FCR FilkIE FLOWERS
20-22 E. San Fernando
1040 The Alameda

. . .

,Lantern
Santa Clara
I 73 W.

CY 2-8312
CY 2-9596

Excellent Food
)
keitaurant
Open
&ere Night

5 P.M.-I A.M.
Sat. ’MI 3 A.M.

LIKE THOUSANDS OF AMERICA’S STUDENTS
MAKE THIS MILDNESS TEST YOURSELF AND GET

WHAT EVERY SMOKER WANTS

0/11111914 DOM
IF419AOA STATE
11

MILDNESS

phis NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE
OVER 1500 PROMINENT TOBACCO GROWERS
SAY: "When I apply the Standard Tobacco Growers’
Test to cigarettes I find Chesterfield is the one that
smells Milder and smokes Milder."
A WELL-KNOWN INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH
ORGANIZATION REPORTS: -Of all brands tested,
Chesterfield is the only cigarette in which members
of our taste panel found no unpleasant after -taste."

LEADING SELLER’
IN AMERICA’S
COLLEGES ’

LWAYS
5

